
The students from grade 1 made a strong connection with our year long
Ecotopia club, War Against Waste. We did that through celebrations

such as Ganesh Chaturthi, Dussehra, World Literacy Month.
Some students from our class have taken initiative to create ‘best out of

waste’
For celebrating the World Literacy Month- Nirvaan was dressed up

as one of the story character’s and he created that dress out of a
plastic bag.

Jasmyyra created Ganesha and Dussehra idols using the waste
materials.

grade 1: war agaInst waste



Students watched various videos on things that are wasted around the
world. They had a brainstorming session on solutions to waste these

things. They came up with solutions like melting old crayons to make new
ones using moulds, using leftover water from water bottles to give to
plants, separating dry and wet waste, creating a comic strip to create

awareness, using leftover coloured paper to make a pen holder, visual
representation of how a clean plate should look vs leftover food plate.
Students take action against waste. They took the initiative to reuse

different materials creatively and sustainably. These small actions not only
contribute to waste reduction but also empower students to be agents of

positive change in their environment.

GRADE 3: WAR AGAINST WASTE



As part of an experimental task, our sustainability club with an
emphasis on sustainability collected used crayons, melted them
down, and made brand-new, colourful crayons. This creativity

project not only reduced waste but also made recycling and
upcycling more important.

In collaboration with the 'Welfare for Strays,' our students showed
their love and concern for animals by making recycled rag toys for
stray animals. This initiative promotes a sense of responsibility for

the wellbeing of all living things and demonstrates our enduring
commitment to animal care.

IBDP: war agaINST WASTE


